
Stewards' Report

Meeting held at Cannington on Monday, 29 March 2021

WEATHER: Fine TRACK: Good KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees

TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 4.05 pm

Stewards: Mr G O'Dea, Mr M Pascoe, Mr M Thomas

Veterinary Surgeon: Dr J Moore

Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings

Lure Driver: Mr J Brooks

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:

Injury: Race 3 BLAZING LIZZIE (28/3), Race 5 REPEAT SET (29/3)

Ineligible: Race 1 CURLY LOCKS (25/3), Race 2 LIGHTNING ZACH (29/3), Race 6 HE'S A HOTSHOT (25/3), Race 10 

NEXT UP NIGEL (29/3)

SATISFACTORY TRIALS: 

R69A - Race 8 BACCHUS MARSHA x 1 Field

R71 - Race 10 BLONDE ROSE x 1 Solo

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 FAWN PATROL, Race 2 TOM THE LOVE, Race 3 CYCLONE RUBY LEE, Race 10 

INCREDIBLE THOR

STEWARDS ADVICE:  The Heat Policy was applied to tonight's race meeting. Several measures were taken to limit and 

moderate all greyhounds' exposure to these conditions.  These included but were not limited to, greyhounds went 

straight to the starting boxes for all races (no parading), greyhounds did not return to the dais after racing, greyhounds 

were held in the air-conditioned kennels for at least 20 minutes after competing; under the observation of the O.T.V, 

greyhounds were not loaded into their transport vehicles until leaving immediately thereafter, barking muzzles are fully 

prohibited in greyhound racing and ample hydration and cooling practises were implemented both at kennelling time and 

during the race meeting.  No cases of Heat Stress were reported to Stewards or signs of distress, due to the heat, were 

observed by the O.T.V.

The heat policy was lifted at 6.31 pm.

Stewards delayed the start of Race 11 due to an injury suffered by BLONDE ROSE in Race 10. The OTV required further 

time to stabilise the greyhound prior to being available for Race 11. Race 11 commenced at 8.16 pm.

Race 1 - Maiden/Country/275 - Maiden - 4:43 PM

(275M):  REALLY BABY, SERIAL STALKER & FAWN PATROL began quickly. MOLFETTA QUEEN & HELLO I'M 

CARLEY began slowly. SERIAL STALKER & FAWN PATROL collided soon after the start. SISTERS REALLY checked 

off the heels of NANNA'S NOSE on the first turn. NANNA'S NOSE & REALLY BABY collided on the first turn. SERIAL 

STALKER & HELLO I'M CARLEY collided on the first turn. HELLO I'M CARLEY checked off the heels of SERIAL 

STALKER approaching the home turn and on the home turn. SISTERS REALLY shifted out and collided with REALLY 

BABY several times on the home turn. SERIAL STALKER checked off the heels of REALLY BABY on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that SISTERS REALLY had spinal pain and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 2 - Novice/Country/275 - Novice - 5:04 PM

(275M):  DEMON QUEEN began quickly. ZOE'S DREAM began slowly. ZOE'S DREAM & STAND UP MOVEMENT 

collided soon after the start. KOKEBY DOLLY & TOM THE LOVE collided soon after the start. HEAVENLY FUN 

checked off the heels of TOP FUN soon after the start. STAND UP MOVEMENT & DEMON QUEEN collided on the first 

turn, STAND UP MOVEMENT lost ground and collided with HEAVENLY FUN. SNAKE WRESTLER checked off the 

heels of TOP FUN on the first turn. DEMON QUEEN & KOKEBY DOLLY collided on the first turn. HEAVENLY FUN & 

STAND UP MOVEMENT collided approaching the home turn. HEAVENLY FUN shifted out and raced wide on the home 

turn. SNAKE WRESTLER checked off the heels of ZOE'S DREAM on the home turn.

Race 3 - Grade 6/Country/380 - Grade 6 - 5:25 PM
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(380M):  CHAROS TIME & ISOLATED collided soon after the start. SIN CITY VEGAS, CRUEL BANDIT & HE'S 

DECISION collided soon after the start. SIN CITY VEGAS, CRUEL BANDIT, CHAROS TIME & HE'S DECISION collided 

on the first turn. ISOLATED checked off the heels of CHAROS TIME on the first turn. CRUEL BANDIT checked off the 

heels of CYCLONE RUBY LEE on the first turn. ISOLATED checked off the heels of CHAROS TIME in the back straight. 

CHAROS TIME shifted out and raced wide on the second turn. CRUEL BANDIT raced wide on the home turn. CARBON 

TUX shifted out and raced wide on the home turn.

Race 4 - Grade 5/Country/275 - Grade 5 - 5:46 PM

(275M):  HELLO I'M RICKY began quickly. JOBAN began slowly. HELLO I'M BOBBY checked off the heels of SPARE A 

SQUARE on the first turn. ELSIE TUX & HELLO I'M RICKY collided on the first turn. CHIMICHURRI checked off the heels 

of SPARE A SQUARE and collided with BLASTING BILLY on the first turn. BLASTING BILLY & HELLO I'M BOBBY 

collided on the first turn. RUN SHIFTY RUN shifted out and raced wide on the first turn. CHIMICHURRI & BLASTING 

BILLY collided approaching the home turn. CHIMICHURRI checked off the heels of JOBAN, shifted out and raced wide on 

the home turn. ELSIE TUX checked off the heels of HELLO I'M RICKY in the home straight.

Race 5 - Losing Sequence Mixed 5/6/Country/520 - Losing Sequence Mixed 5/6 - 6:07 PM

(520M):  SPRING SPINNER began quickly. VOID ALL TICKETS & BIG DOVE began slowly. MIGHTY EBBY & DESERT 

FLYER collided soon after the start. RIPPIN' MANU & DESERT FLYER collided approaching the first turn. DESERT 

FLYER & VOID ALL TICKETS collided on the first turn. OYSTERS & SOLDADO collided on the first turn. VOID ALL 

TICKETS & BIG DOVE collided on the first turn. MIGHTY EBBY checked off the heels of BIG DOVE on the second turn. 

RIPPIN' MANU & BIG DOVE collided several times on the second turn. RIPPIN' MANU checked off the heels of BIG 

DOVE in the back straight. DESERT FLYER & VOID ALL TICKETS collided approaching the third turn. SPRING 

SPINNER galloped on the heels of MIGHTY EBBY on the third turn, MIGHTY EBBY stumbled. VOID ALL TICKETS 

checked off the heels of OYSTERS approaching the home turn. OYSTERS & SOLDADO collided approaching the 

finishing line.

Race 6 - Grade 5/Country/380 - Grade 5 - 6:28 PM

(380M):  DUNDEE VULCAN & SCARY FUN began quickly. PRIME RECORD began slowly. SCAR HOOK, MOMENT TO 

TWELVE & FLASH AS ONE collided soon after the start. FEARLESS EAGLES & INCREDIBLE NINJA collided soon 

after the start. FEARLESS EAGLES checked off the heels of SCARY FUN and collided with INCREDIBLE NINJA on the 

first turn. FEARLESS EAGLES, INCREDIBLE NINJA & FLASH AS ONE collided on the first turn. PRIME RECORD 

checked off the heels of SCAR HOOK on the first turn. PRIME RECORD tailed off due to injury in the back straight. 

MOMENT TO TWELVE & FLASH AS ONE collided on the second turn. SCARY FUN & SCAR HOOK collided on the 

home turn. DUNDEE VULCAN checked off the heels of FEARLESS EAGLES in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that PRIME RECORD had a right quad muscle tear - grade 3 and has been 

stood down for 14 days.

Race 7 - Mixed 4/5/Country/520 - Mixed 4/5 - 6:49 PM

(520M):  SMOOTH OPERATOR, MOLFETTA BOUND, HERMAN MUNSTER & QUINNISH began quickly. QUINNISH & 

MOLFETTA DAWN collided soon after the start. QUINNISH, MOLFETTA DAWN & THINK BIG MOMENT collided soon 

after the start. MOLFETTA DAWN checked off the heels of QUINNISH soon after the start. MOLFETTA BOUND hit the 

inside rail at the catching pen. MOLFETTA DAWN checked off the heels of THINK BIG MOMENT in the back straight. 

MOLFETTA DAWN & THINK BIG MOMENT collided on the third turn. THINK BIG MOMENT shifted out and raced wide in 

the home straight.

Race 8 - Mixed 5/6/Country/275 - Mixed 5/6 - 7:10 PM
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(275M):  MATES RATES began quickly. COMPLETE TRUST & BACCHUS MARSHA began slowly. BACCHUS 

MARSHA & HOSS GUNDI collided soon after the start. MATES RATES, PAD UP ELYSE, BACCHUS MARSHA & 

HOSS GUNDI collided soon after the start. COMPLETE TRUST galloped on the heels of BELLA'S WAY on the first turn. 

FEARSOME ALLY & MATES RATES collided on the first turn. COMPLETE TRUST & BELLA'S WAY collided 

approaching the home turn. MATES RATES lost ground due to injury and collided with BELLA'S WAY approaching the 

home turn. MATES RATES & HOSS GUNDI collided on the home turn. BACCHUS MARSHA eased, pulled up and failed 

to finish on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that MATES RATES had a groin muscle injury and has been stood down for 

10 days.

BACCHUS MARSHA was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Stewards inquired into a report that BACCHUS MARSHA had failed to pursue the lure with due commitment on the home 

turn. Trainer Ms M. Leach acknowledged the report, subsequently BACCHUS MARSHA has been stood down for 28 

days and placed on a Field Satisfactory Trial under R69A.

Race 9 - Mixed 4/5/6 (mid Dist)/Country/600 - Mixed 4/5/6 (mid Dist) - 7:30 PM

(600M):  OLIVER JOHNNY, BUSHMAN'S PRIDE, DAISY DEVINE & HI SKY began quickly. DAISY DEVINE & HI SKY 

collided soon after the start. OLIVER JOHNNY & BUSHMAN'S PRIDE collided several times on the first turn. DAISY 

DEVINE checked off the heels of RAZOR'S EDGE on the first turn. OLIVER JOHNNY & BUSHMAN'S PRIDE collided on 

the home straight the first time around, OLIVER JOHNNY lost ground. INCREDIBLE ENVY checked off the heels of 

BUSHMAN'S PRIDE on the first turn. 

INCREDIBLE ENVY was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 10 - Grade 6/Country/275 - Grade 6 - 7:55 PM

(275M):  ACE CHASE & INCREDIBLE THOR began quickly. CHEEKY CRACKERS & BLONDE ROSE began slowly. 

CHEEKY CRACKERS & BLONDE ROSE collided soon after the start. MALLEE GIRL, ACE CHASE & BLACK GARNET 

collided on the first turn, BLACK GARNET lost ground and collided with CHEEKY CRACKERS, CHEEKY CRACKERS 

fell. BLACK GARNET checked off the heels of COOL TALENT and collided with BLONDE ROSE on the first turn, 

BLONDE ROSE fell. BLONDE ROSE failed to finish and under R71 has been placed on a Solo Satisfactory Trial. COOL 

TALENT checked off the heels of MALLEE GIRL in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that CHEEKY CRACKERS had a sprained hock and has been stood down 

for 10 days.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that BLONDE ROSE had a right - foreleg - radius/ulna fracture and has been 

stood down for 90 days.

BLONDE ROSE was medically stabilised and then transferred to the care of the custodian for presentation to a veterinary 

hospital for assessment and treatment under the RWWA Greyhound Injury Trainer Rebate Scheme.

Race 11 - Free For All (s)/Country/275 - Free For All (s) - 8:10 PM

(275M):  AKALI & MOUSTACHE began quickly. NEED MORE KUNA began slowly. NEED MORE KUNA checked off the 

heels of BUSHMAN'S POPPY and crossed to the outside soon after the start. NEED MORE KUNA lost ground due to 

injury on the first turn. BUSHMAN'S POPPY & TEDDY THE JETT collided on the first turn. AKALI & ROLL OUT collided 

on the first turn. TEDDY THE JETT checked off the heels of AKALI on the first turn. ROLL OUT checked off the heels of 

MOUSTACHE on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that NEED MORE KUNA had a left hindleg muscle injury and has been 

stood down for 7 days.

FINAL
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